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1. Network Architecture Search

In this section, we provide additional details of the net-
work architecture search. We use the one-shot search algo-
rithm ENAS [3] and implement it based on the open-source
NAS toolkit NNI (Neural Network Intelligence)1. To define
a good search space, we use the below settings: 1)ENAS can
select the depth of the network; 2) for each layer before the
feature-wise convolution, ENAS can choose from temporal
convolutions with different dilation rates and graph convolu-
tions; 3) for each layer after feature-wise convolution, ENAS
can choose only temporal convolutions with different dila-
tion rates. As for the reward function, we compute the av-
erage ADE (average displacement error) of 20 sampled tra-
jectories:

R = � − Avg(ADE) (1)

where Avg(ADE) is the average ADE and � is set as 2 to
make the reward positive. We show the architectures of
STC-Net and STC-Net-NAS in Tab. 1. The neural network
architecture search inverses the order of the dilation rates be-
fore the feature-wise convolution and uses only one instead
of two graph convolutions. While STC-Net uses the or-
der GC-DTC-GC, STC-Net-NAS uses the order DTC-GC-
DTC. After the feature-wise convolution, STC-Net-NAS
uses one layer less than STC-Net and the dilation rates are
always 2.

2. Impact of Observed Trajectory for Refine-
ment

In Table 3 of the paper, we show that if we do not con-
catenate the reconstructed observed and the forecast trajec-
tories but refine only the forecast trajectory (w/o obs), the
error increases. This is illustrated in Fig. 1. The qualitative
results show that including the observed reconstructed tra-
jectory for refinement results in more plausible trajectories.
Note that the single yellow dots are standing persons that do
not move.

1Microsoft NNI: https://github.com/microsoft/nni

STC-Net STC-Net-NAS
GC DTC(4)

DTC(1) GC
DTC(2) DTC(2)
DTC(4) DTC(1)
GC
FWC FWC

DTC(1) DTC(2)
DTC(2) DTC(2)
DTC(4) DTC(2)
DTC(8) DTC(2)
DTC(16)

Table 1: Architectures of STC-Net and STC-Net-NAS. GC
denotes graph convolution, DTC(D) denotes dilated tem-
poral convolution with dilation rate d, and FWC denotes
feature-wise convolution.

(a) w/o observed information (b) with observed information
Figure 1: Qualitative comparison of forecast trajectories if
the reconstructed observed trajectory is included or not for
refinement. The red line is the observed trajectory, the blue
line is the ground truth of the future trajectory and the yellow
dashed line is the prediction.

3. More Qualitative Results
Finally, we show more qualitative results in Fig. 2 and

Fig. 3.

https://github.com/microsoft/nni


(a) Social-STGCNN [2] (b) STGAT [1] (c) STC-Net
Figure 2: Qualitative results. The red line is the observed trajectory, the blue line is the ground truth of the future trajectory
and the yellow dashed line is the prediction.



(a) Social-STGCNN [2] (b) STGAT [1] (c) STC-Net
Figure 3: Qualitative results. The red line is the observed trajectory, the blue line is the ground truth of the future trajectory
and the yellow dashed line is the prediction.
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